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Travel, eat, 
and drink

like a local.

“A street art tour in
Praça Mauá”

A LIVE, VIRTUAL TOUR TO

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

SUBURBIO DO
RIO
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Famous Drinks

A caffeinated infusion made from the leaves of
the native yerba mate plant, the other with
lemon juice. "Ohla o mate!" lookout for
vendors shouting these words as you stroll
along Copacabana Beach

MATE TEA

INGREDIENTS:
2 tbsp (1 oz) Torani Strawberry or
Raspberry Syrup
2 tbsp (1 oz) lime juice
3 tbsp (1 ½ oz) Cachaca
2 tbsp (1 oz) Guarana Antarctica or lemon-
lime soda

DIRECTIONS:
Shake and strain ingredients into tall
glass. Fizz with Guarana Antarctica or
lemon-lime soda.

SUBURBIO DO RIO COCKTAIL
THE CITY

Rio de Janeiro is a seaside city in Brazil, with
almost 7 million residents. It is famous for its
beautiful resort beaches, its Carnival, samba
dancers, street art, its weather and its huge
Christ the Redeemer statue atop Mount
Corcovado. It is located on the Atlantic Ocean,
in the southeastern part of the tropical zone of
South America, and is widely recognized as
one of the world’s most beautiful and
interesting urban centres.

Famous Foods

THE TOUR
On this one hour, live, private, interactive tour,
our guide will bring you through Little Africa
and its colorful streets, the place where she was
born. This virtual art tour will take you to a dope
street art hub that is highly frequented by locals.
The Port Area is full of secrets of a hidden
history that, once uncovered, can tell the
forgotten stories of a fascinating part of the city.
This is a key tour to understanding Brazilian
people and its culture through the thriving
street art. This will be a curated street art walk
that will offer a fantastic overview of different art
components from current and past times,
pinpointing events that made the docks of Rio a
fruitful open air gallery for street artists from all
over the world to gather and create. Join us to
learn more about this fascinating culture in this
beautiful city.

Rio de Janeiro
Mix Your Own

Make Your Own
It is a hearty black bean stew recipe made with
meat, black beans, garlic, and tomatoes, and it's
the national dish of Brazil. Served over rice, it’s a
filling meal to warm you up on a chilly winter
day. It also pairs well with collard greens.

FEIJOADA (BEAN STEW)

The codfish cake is mostly eaten during New
Year's or  any celebrations. The lightly fried
cakes or croquettes are typically made from a
mixture of bacalhau (dried salted codfish),
potatoes, eggs, onion and parsley or cilantro.
They’re crispy on the outside with a creamy
interior.

BOLINHO DE BACALHAU (COD
CAKES)

This dish was born in the city of Rio. It’s said
that the politician Oswaldo Aranha regularly
visited a restaurant in Lapa and always ordered
the same meal: a well seasoned filet with fried
garlic accompanied by white rice, fried
Portuguese potatoes and eggs farofa.

OSWALDO ARANHA FILET

It is a wonderfully refreshing, tasty, and
healthy. It is packed with potassium, sodium,
calcium, and has zero fat. After relishing this
slightly sweet drink, ask for the coconut to be
cut open and enjoy the coconut meat inside.

ÁGUA DE COCO (COCONUT DRINK)

CAJUÍNA
A non-alcoholic beverage made from
cashews. The cashew juice is usually filtered,
then sterilized and clarified. The drink will be
typically served cold and is quite a delicious
refreshing beverage.

ISRAELI'S SALAD
Ingredients:

 250g / 8,8 oz of unsalted codfish
200g / 7oz of potatoes
½ onion
1 tablespoon of shredded parsley
3 to 4 eggs
1 small goblet of Port wine
Nutmeg
Frying oil
salt and pepper

Directions:
Boil the potatoes with the skin. When the potatoes
are cooked, peel them and shred them until it
becomes a puree.

1.

Boil and drain the codfish. Take the skin and the
bones out and then rub it in a clean and thick
kitchen cloth until it becomes shredded.

2.

Place the potatoes puree, the codfish, the onion, the
parsley, the Port wine, and the spices. One by one
incorporate the eggs until you have consistent
dough – it should not be too liquid as you will fry it
afterward.

3.

Use two tablespoons to shape it into a small cake
with the dough approximately like the above picture.
Fry it on a large pan, at high temperature, until it
gets a wonderful golden color.

4.
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